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magic clusters as tetrapod nuclei†
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and Atsuo Kasuyad

Although atomic clusters are generally different from bulk material in terms of their structure, they can

initiate (nano)crystal formation. For ZnO, tetrapod-like nanostructures are well known; however, their

nucleation model is still questionable. In this report, ZnO magic clusters were considered as seeds for

the nucleation of tetrapods; these clusters were characterized via mass spectroscopy and were

attributed to a series of nested shell clusters via quantum chemical calculations. Herein, these clusters

were constructed as nested Goldberg polyhedra and subjected to Jahn–Teller distortion.
1. Introduction

Among various morphologies of ZnO nanostructures, tetrapod-
like morphology, initially called fourling,1 is well known.2 The
tetrapods generally have wurtzite structure of the legs, although
inclusions of zinc blende phase have been found.3 Several
models have been suggested to explain the nucleation of the
tetrapods. Multi-twinned crystalline nuclei are most common;
however, different models insist on different structures of the
nucleus: wurtzite,4–7 or zinc blende,8–10 or hexagonal grains.11

Moreover, for ZnO clusters, bonded groups of atoms, no studies
have been reported on the crystalline structure of the clusters
that are smaller than a few tens of atoms. Herein, these data
were well-developed for small clusters that contain a few to
a couple of tens of atoms as compared to those for larger
clusters. Early theoretical studies12,13 predicted the increased
stability of the spheroid molecule (ZnO)12, whereas experi-
mental studies14,15 did not report any clusters with enhanced
stability, so called magic clusters with #20 ZnO units. Later
calculations,16 which were carried out for some of the (ZnO)n
clusters in the range from n ¼ 9 to 64, predicted the dominance
of wurtzite-derived clusters over bubble-like clusters for n $ 26
and demonstrated the energetic advantage of the (ZnO)60 onion-
like cluster. It has also been reported17 that onion-like and bulk-
like isomers progressively become more stable with the
increasing size, whereas cage-like and tube-like structures are
the most preferred structural motifs for (ZnO)n with n ¼ 24, 28,
36, and 48. An evolutionary algorithm has been employed for
the search of stable and metastable (ZnO)n structures for n ¼ 1–
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32, and clusters for n ¼ 12, 16, and 28 have been predicted to
exhibit a relatively high stability.18 However, only the clusters of
34, 60, and 78 ZnO monomers have been found with an
enhanced abundance via the experiment.19 This experiment
inspired the researchers to carry out calculation to search for
the structure of (ZnO)34 and (ZnO)60 clusters20,21 and investigate
the properties of the latter.22 The hollow cage has been nomi-
nated as the most preferred structure for (ZnO)34, whereas the
sodalite structural motif has been found to be the most ener-
getically favorable structure for (ZnO)60. Other studies have
experimentally23 and theoretically24–26 reported the transition
from ZnO clusters to wurtzite nanoparticles. Moreover, new
structural motifs and frameworks, built of bubble-like clusters,
have been considered.26–28 However, despite the extensive efforts
made in computational crystal structure prediction,
a convincing link between the structure of the clusters and the
particular shape of ZnO nanostructures, such as terapods, is
still missing.

In this study, we present a detailed mass spectroscopy
analysis of zinc oxide clusters containing up to almost 200 ZnO
pairs. Inspired by the magic numbers found in the mass
spectra, we constructed a series of nested shell clusters and
performed a computational chemistry study on them. The
proposed cluster structures explained the observed sequence of
the magic numbers, predicted the composition and the struc-
ture for larger yet unexplored magic clusters, and provided the
origin of ZnO tetrapods.
2. Experimental and calculation
details
Time of ight mass spectroscopy

Laser ablation of an appropriate precursor material and the
following time-of-ight mass spectroscopy (TOF MS) of the
resultant material is an effective method for the discovery of
new stable clusters.29,30 In our study, zinc peroxide (ZnO2) was
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942 | 21933
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ablated as it is an efficient precursor for zinc oxide cluster
formation.31 Addition of alkylamines to the material for abla-
tion was shown to increase the abundance of the magic clusters
for II–VI group compounds;32 thus, octadecylamine (ODA) was
used. Basically, the experimental procedure of ZnO cluster
production and TOF mass spectra measurement in this study
was the same as described elsewhere:19 a small drop of the
suspension of zinc peroxide powder mixed with ODA was placed
on the target of a Bruker Reex III-T TOF mass spectrometer
equipped with a nitrogen laser; the mass spectra of the cluster
ions, either negatively or positively charged, produced by laser
ablation of zinc peroxide powder mixed with octadecylamine in
toluene, were obtained in the reex mode by accumulating the
signal of 500–2000 laser shots.
Fig. 1 The time-of-flight mass spectrum of the negatively charged
zinc oxide clusters obtained by laser ablation of zinc peroxide powder
mixed with octadecylamine in toluene. The gray line displays the
measured signal and black line shows the smoothed spectrum (50
point adjacent averaging). The clusters of enhanced stability are
pointed and labeled. Abundance is plotted on a logarithmic scale for
clarity of the entire spectrum. Insets show the fragments of the
spectrum in the vicinity of (ZnO)60 and (ZnO)168 cluster mass regions
on a linear scale.
Calculation methods

The geometry optimization and vibrational analyses of the
clusters were performed via Firey quantum chemistry
package33 using the following methods and basis sets: Austin
Model 1 (AM1) semi-empirical method;34 6-31G basis sets for
oxygen35 and zinc36 atoms; restricted Hartree–Fock method;37

density functional theory (DFT), namely, Becke's three-
parameter hybrid exchange functional38 coupled with the Lee–
Yang–Parr nonlocal correlation functional39 (B3LYP); and the
second-order Møller–Plesset energy corrections (MP2).40 The
calculated structures were visualized using the wxMacMolPlt
soware.41 The RMSD values were calculated using the Chem-
cra soware.42
3. Results and discussion
Analysis of the mass spectra

The time-of-ight mass spectrum of the negatively charged zinc
oxide clusters is shown in Fig. 1, and the insets show details of
the spectral features. The stoichiometric composition of the
(ZnO)n clusters was concluded from the following two ndings:
(i) the dominant peak in the Fourier transform spectrum
(Fig. S1†) at 81.4 atomicmass units (amu) was exactly the mass of
(ZnO)1 and (ii) the extrapolation of the series to its beginning
leads to the zero mass (Fig. S2†). The assignment of the cluster
composition to the peaks in the spectrum was carried out via
correlating the calculated isotopic patterns of the clusters in the
low mass region and peak widths in the high mass region with
those of the experimental spectrum (Fig. S3†). The spectrum in
the mass range from 2000 to 8500 amu was similar to the re-
ported spectrum:19 abundances of (ZnO)34, (ZnO)60, and (ZnO)78
clusters were higher than those of their neighbors. However, the
spectrum in the range of larger masses showed a distinct char-
acteristic: the only (ZnO)168 cluster had a notably enhanced
abundance in the interval from about a hundred to two hundred
ZnO pairs. The mass spectrum of the positively charged zinc
oxide clusters demonstrated the same set of magic numbers (see
Fig. S4†) although the peak of (ZnO)168 cluster was hardly trace-
able. Addition of commonly used TOF MS matrices, namely, tri-
uoroacetic acid or its mixture with picolinic acid, to zinc
peroxide precursor, instead of ODA, made the peak of (ZnO)168
21934 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942
cluster more obvious (Fig. S5†). In the mass range below 2000
amu, (ZnO)12, (ZnO)14, and (ZnO)22 clusters have slightly higher
abundances than those of their neighbors when produced with
ODA. The similarity of the mass spectra of the positively and
negatively charged clusters (see Fig. 1, S4, and S5†) suggests the
existence of neutral clusters with the same composition, whereas
the prevalence of negatively charged (ZnO)168 cluster indicates its
high electron affinity, which resonates with the predicted high
electron affinity of (ZnO)60 cluster.22
The structure of the magic clusters

As mass spectroscopy only provided the number of atoms that
constituted the cluster, quantum chemical calculations were
typically employed to nd the structure of the cluster. Theo-
retical studies on the structure of ZnO clusters, as well as of
many other inorganic clusters, were carried out aer the
discovery of carbon fullerenes. (ZnO)12 cluster was predicted to
have an enhanced stability as early as 1994,12 and the prediction
was conrmed via many calculations later.24,26,43–46 However, on
attentively looking at the reported mass spectra,14,15,31 a small
increase in the abundance of the (ZnO)12 cluster over the mean
abundance of its neighbors, (ZnO)11 and (ZnO)13, can be
observed and it was not mentioned by the authors; moreover,
the current study (Fig. 1) also conrmed this fact. The larger
onion-like (ZnO)60 cluster also has been predicted to be stable.16

Other calculations,21,22 however, did not suggest the onion-like
structure as the most stable isomer for (ZnO)60; these results
were caused by suboptimal arrangement of the shells, see
Fig. S6 and Table S1† for details. (ZnO)60 double bubble clus-
ters, built of (ZnO)12 and (ZnO)48 units as well as of analogous
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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GaN and SiC units, have been considered as targets for
enhanced electron–hole separation.27,28,47 For other II–VI group
compounds, the onion-like (ZnS)60 cluster, built of (ZnS)12 and
(ZnS)48 shells, has been theoretically suggested,48 but only the
magic numbers 13, 19, 33, and 34 (and 48 for CdSe) were
observed in the mass spectra of ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe, CdS, CdSe,
and CdTe.30,49 A recent computational study26 predicted that
magic number size (ZnO)n structures are formed as single (n ¼
12, 16, and 36), double (n ¼ 60, 78, and 100), and triple layer
cages (n ¼ 132 and 168); however, only some of them were
actually present with an enhanced abundance in our experi-
mental results (Fig. 1). For another well-studied binary inor-
ganic compound, boron nitride, the enhanced stability of BN
cage-like clusters of 12, 16, 28, and 60 monomers has been
predicted.50,51 A (BN)12 cage, consisting of 4- and 6-membered
rings, has been shown to be the most stable isomer52,53 and is
supposed to play the same role for boron nitride as C60 plays for
carbon.52 Electron microscopy shows nested BN cages54 analo-
gous to carbon onions.55 In the case of carbon, the icosahedral
series C60, C240, ., C60m2 has been used to simulate carbon
onions,56 whereas for BN, the orientationally ordered series
starting from (BN)12, namely (BN)12, (BN)48, ., (BN)12m2 has
been considered to be non-realistic because the inter-cage
distance is too small, and other series have been proposed.54

Later calculations conrmed the relative instability of the (BN)60
onion double-bubble structure.57 On reviewing the mass spec-
troscopic data, it was observed that the shells of atoms principle
arranges the otherwise strange-looking experimental data about
magic clusters into simple geometrical sequences.58 The prin-
ciple states the enhanced stability of the clusters that have
complete (closed) shells of constituting atoms.

Mathematical models of the ZnO shells

Regarding ZnO, taking into account all the abovementioned
facts, we proposed the following structure for the found magic
clusters (ZnO)60 and (ZnO)168. They consist of concentric nested
(onion-like) shells of (ZnO)n, n ¼ 12m2 and m ¼ 1, 2, and 3. The
rst shell at m ¼ 1 is (ZnO)12, the second shell at m ¼ 2 is
(ZnO)48, and the third shell at m ¼ 3 is (ZnO)108. The cluster
(ZnO)60 consists of two shells: (ZnO)12 inside of (ZnO)48.
(ZnO)168 cluster has three nested shells: (ZnO)12, (ZnO)48, and
(ZnO)108. In this way, the simple mathematical sequence (n ¼
Table 1 Size of the magic (ZnO)n nested shell clusters

Number of shells Number of ZnO pairs, n
Diametera of sp
wurtzite cluster

1 12 0.82
2 60 ¼ 12@48 1.40
3 168 ¼ 12@48@108 1.98
4 360 ¼ 12@48@108@192 2.55
5 660 ¼ 12@48@108@192@300 3.12

a Diameter (nm) ¼ (6M/pr)1/3, where r ¼ 5600 kg m�3 is the specic densi
81.4 amu is the mass of the (ZnO)1 unit and it is numerically equal to the
distance between the opposite faces of a cluster (the diameter of the spher
between the vertexes of a cluster (the diameter of the sphere circumscribe

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
12m2) exactly describes the magic numbers experimentally
observed in the mass spectra. Following the sequence, the next
closed atomic shell ZnO clusters were (ZnO)360, (ZnO)660 and so
on. The calculated sizes of the clusters are listed in Table 1.

Geometrically, the sequence of (ZnO)n, n ¼ 12m2 and m ¼ 1,
2, 3. shells, can be described as the set of Goldberg polyhedra59

G(a,b) of octahedral symmetry, with tetragons instead of
pentagons, and a ¼ b: GIV(1,1), GIV(2,2), GIV(3,3), and so on.
Unlike elementary substances, such as carbon or palladium, for
describing the shells for which the Goldberg polyhedra were
successfully applied,60,61 in a binary compound, namely in ZnO,
zinc and oxygen atoms were alternated in the vertices of both
the tetragons and hexagons, such that each atom had three
neighbors of the other element and the full octahedral Oh

symmetry of the polyhedra changed to the pyritohedral Th
symmetry, whereas the octahedral shape of the polyhedra was
retained. Of course, the Euler characteristic of a convex poly-
hedron equals 2, and the Goldberg polyhedra built of tetragons
and hexagons have exactly 6 tetragonal faces. The higher
stability for the shell is expected for the case of isolated tetra-
gons,62 especially when they are evenly spread on the poly-
hedron surface, analogous to the isolated pentagon rule for
buckminsterfullerenes.63 It was shown64 that equilateral convex
octahedral Goldberg polyhedra do not exist for (a2 + ab + b2) > 4;
thus, some deformation of the polygons was expected for the
second and larger shells.

To construct the shells and to explore their geometry, Con-
way polyhedron notation65 can be applied. The rst shell can be
presented as a truncated octahedron, tO, where t marks the
operator of truncation of all the vertices and O is the abbrevi-
ation of the octahedron, which is a seed in this study. The
second shell ctO can be obtained from the rst shell by chamfer
operator c, which introduces a new hexagonal face in place of
each edge and thus transforms G(a,b) to G(2a,2b). The third
shell is tktO, where k is the kis operator, which raises a pyramid
on each face, and so the tk operator transforms G(a,b) to
G(3a,3b). The fourth shell is cctO. Following the above-
mentioned rules, the Goldberg polyhedra of two and three fold
numbers of a and b: cctO generates G(4a,4b), ctktO results in
G(6a,6b), and so on, can be constructed. wrwtO produces
a G(7a,7b) polyhedron, where w and r are the whirl and reect
operators, respectively. However, nding a combination of
herical
, nm

Sizeb of the nested shell cluster (Th) dmin � dmax, nm

AM1 HF/6-31G B3LYP/6-31G MP2/6-31G

0.49–0.66 0.47–0.61 0.47–0.62 0.48–0.63
0.99–1.49 0.96–1.38 0.96–1.39
1.46–2.35 1.42–2.19
1.95–3.22

ty of bulk wurtzite ZnO;M ¼ n �MZnO is the mass of the cluster;MZnO ¼
molar mass of ZnO; 1 amu ¼ 1.661 � 10�27 kg. b dmin is the minimum
e inscribed into the outermost shell); and dmax is the maximum distance
d over the outermost shell).

RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942 | 21935
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Table 2 Shells of ZnO in Goldberg and Conway presentations

Shell number, m 1 2 3 4
Number of ZnO pairs, n ¼ 12m2 12 48 108 192
Goldberg polyhedron GIV(1,1) GIV(2,2) GIV(3,3) GIV(4,4)
Conway notation tO ctO tktO cctO

Rendered Conway
polyhedrona

AM1 optimized Th
symmetric (ZnO)n shell

a On-line tool66 was used with A2 convex spherical adjustment.
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operators to construct the polyhedra of other prime numbers,
namely, 5, 11, 13, and so on, is still a challenge. The advantage
of using the Conway polyhedron notation lies in its simplicity
and clearness of construction and exploration of the shells, for
example, via freely available online tools.66 The rendered poly-
hedra and the corresponding ZnO shells are shown in Table 2.
Fig. 2 The structures of Th symmetric (ZnO)12, (ZnO)60, (ZnO)168, and
(ZnO)360 clusters optimized at MP2/6-31G, B3LYP/6-31G, HF/6-31G,
and AM1 theory levels, respectively. The drawings are not to scale. Zinc
atoms are shown as large gray balls and oxygen atoms are shown as
small red balls.
Computational chemistry results

To support the suggestion of the nested shell structure of the
magic ZnO clusters, quantum chemical calculations were per-
formed. The structures of (ZnO)12, (ZnO)60, (ZnO)168, and
(ZnO)360 clusters optimized at the MP2/6-31G, B3LYP/6-31G, HF/
6-31G, and AM1 theory levels, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2.
The highest theory level used for each cluster was restricted by
feasible calculation time and soware capabilities. Moreover, the
degree of condence that can be obtained at different calculation
levels has been discussed hereinaer. The symmetry point group
of all the shown nested shell structures is Th.

The stationary points of the geometry optimization were
found to be minimum by harmonic vibrational frequency
analysis. All the frequencies are real for (ZnO)12; thus, the Th
symmetric shell is indeed the minimum point of potential
energy surface for this cluster. However, imaginary frequencies
were found for the Th symmetric structure of (ZnO)60. Then, all
the symmetry restrictions were released. Small random shis
were applied to all the atoms, the geometry was optimized, and
this procedure was repeated for several thousand times using
the AM1 semi-empirical method; then, a few low energy isomers
were selected and optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G level. Among
these, the structure lowest in energy was determined and for
convenience, it was named as the C1 symmetric structure. It had
total energy 234 meV lower than that of the Th symmetric
21936 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942
structure, and all the vibrational frequencies were real; thus, it
was indeed the minimum point of the cluster potential energy
surface (PES). Visually, it is similar to the corresponding Th
symmetric structure of Fig. 2, with which it has been compared
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Table 3 The enthalpy of atomization of ZnO nested shell magic
clustersa

Cluster
Symmetry
restriction

The enthalpy of atomization per ZnO pair, eV

AM1
HF/
6-31G

B3LYP/
6-31G

MP2/
6-31G

(ZnO)12 Th 5.832 7.612 9.686 17.172
C1 5.832 7.612 9.686 17.172

(ZnO)60 Th 5.821 8.322! 10.375!
C1 5.848 8.322 10.379

(ZnO)168 Th 5.800 8.604!
C1 5.844 8.605

(ZnO)360 Th 5.785
C1 5.832

a ! Marks the structures, for which imaginary frequencies were found.
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in Table S2.† The distortion of the resultant C1 symmetric
structure, compared to that of the initial Th symmetric struc-
ture, was rather small: the root-mean square displacement
(RMSD) of all the atoms was about 22.1 pm, whereas the RMSD
of the atoms of the internal and the outer shells were about 5.0
pm and 20.6 pm, respectively. This structure distortion can be
explained by the Jahn–Teller effect, in which symmetry reduc-
tion removes the degeneracy of the ground state and lowers the
energy of the system.67 Indeed, the Th symmetric isomer has the
triply degenerate highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
energy level, which is the electronic ground state, whereas the
symmetry reduced C1 symmetric isomer has the doubly
degenerate HOMO energy level (see Table S3† for details). In
both the cases of the Th and C1 symmetric isomers, the HOMO
is mostly localized on the oxygen atoms of the outer shell
(Fig. S7†) and therefore the HOMO degeneracy is mainly asso-
ciated with the structure distortion of the outer shell. Note that
contrary to the recent calculations,27 where the reduced (ZnO)60
double-bubble cluster symmetry has been found as C2, our
lowest energy C1 symmetric structure of (ZnO)60 cluster was very
close to the Ci, C3, and S6 symmetry point groups: the corre-
sponding RMSDs were 0.27, 0.42, and 0.41 pm, respectively.
Geometry optimization within these symmetry restrictions
slightly decreased the total energy of the cluster, but caused
appearance of the imaginary frequencies (Table S3†).

To evaluate the stability of (ZnO)60 with regard to the bulk
material structure, the structure of the bulk wurtzite fragments
of the same number of atoms was optimized, and it was found
that the nested shell cluster (C1 symmetric) had about 10.6 eV
lower total energy at the HF/6-31G theory level; thus, it is much
more stable than wurtzite structure for this size of ZnO clusters.
Note that signicant attention has been paid to nd the optimal
cut of the fragment from the bulk wurtzite lattice. First, thou-
sands of randomly centered and randomly elliptical cuts were
evaluated by the number of Zn–O bonds that remained within
each fragment, and the fragments of the maximum number of
the bonds were selected for the AM1 geometry optimization.
The lowest AM1 total energy fragments were then geometry
optimized ab initio, and thus the lowest HF/6-31G total energy
fragment were determined (Fig. S8†).

Releasing (ZnO)12 from symmetry restrictions and applying
the same random displacement-optimization procedure did not
lead to a lower energy structure within the precision of the
calculations. The RMSD of atoms of the C1 symmetric structure
with regard to the Th symmetric structure was barely 0.02 pm,
and the HOMO energy level remained triply degenerate. Thus,
(ZnO)12 was not subjected to Jahn–Teller distortion most likely
because of its high symmetry, analogously to C60

buckminsterfullerene.
Although the Th symmetric nested shell structure of (ZnO)168

cluster, as shown in Fig. 2, has been found to be a stationary
point of PES, the vibrational frequency analysis revealed an
imaginary frequency. Therefore, a search was performed for the
minimum of PES using the same procedure as described above
for (ZnO)60 by applying small random shis to all the atoms,
optimizing the geometry, and repeating the procedure several
hundred times using the AM1 method. Surprisingly, the lowest
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
energy structure appeared within the T symmetry point group,
and it was only 70 meV lower in energy (using the HF/6-31G
method) than the Th symmetric structure. The RMSD of all its
atoms with regard to the Th structure was 33.9 pm, whereas the
RMSDs of the internal (ZnO)12, the intermediate (ZnO)48, and
the outer (ZnO)108 shells were 10.4 pm, 32.3 pm, and 36.2 pm,
respectively; same as for (ZnO)60, the outer shell is the most
distorted. The overall small distortion of (ZnO)168 cluster upon
its transformation from Th to T symmetry is shown in Table S4.†

Ab initio calculation of (ZnO)360 cluster is an exorbitant task;
thus, only the semi-empirical AM1 method was used. The same
random displacement-optimization procedure repeated for
about a hundred times revealed that the C1 structure was 17 eV
lower in energy than the Th symmetric structure. The RMSD of
all its atoms, compared to that of Th structure, was 56.3 pm, and
the RMSDs of the shells were 43.5 pm, 53.2 pm, 53.3 pm, and
52.9 pm for (ZnO)12, (ZnO)48, (ZnO)108, and (ZnO)192, respec-
tively. The larger RMSD values and the larger energy difference
between the Th and C1 symmetric structures with respect to
(ZnO)60 and (ZnO)168 clusters were most likely caused by the
rough calculation method used. However, the geometry of the
cluster, namely, its nested shell construction, did not signi-
cantly deteriorate upon symmetry reduction (see Table S5†).
Enthalpy of atomization

The enthalpy of atomization (EA) is the energy required to
separate all the atoms of a cluster. Being normalized on the
number of atoms or monomers, the EA is conceptually the
simplest characteristic, by which the clusters of different
composition (size, number of atoms or monomers) can be
compared concerning their stability. The EA per ZnO pair for
the nested shell ZnO clusters calculated at the feasible theory
levels are presented in Table 3. Of course, only the results ob-
tained within the same theory level could be compared. The
following conclusions can be drawn. For the clusters of 12, 60,
and 168 ZnO pairs, the EA increased as the number of the shells
increased, as observed via both HF and DFT calculations,
whereas the EA was almost constant, as observed by the semi-
empirical method. Then, if ab initio methods are considered
to be more reliable, even higher stability for the (ZnO)360 cluster
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942 | 21937
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can be predicted because its semi-empirical results are similar
to those of the smaller clusters. Moreover, all the methods
suggest that (ZnO)12 is less stable than the larger multi-shell
clusters, which partially explains why (ZnO)12 was commonly
found to be a magic cluster in the calculations, but not in the
mass spectra.

Moreover, the degree of condence that can be obtained at
different calculation levels can be estimated. For the single-
shell cluster (ZnO)12, all the methods performed well although
they showed signicantly different enthalpy of atomization;
thus, corresponding experimental data are necessary to evaluate
them. For the multi-shell clusters, which consist of a signi-
cantly larger number of atoms, the MP2 method is extremely
expensive in terms of computational resources and time, which
makes it hardly applicable even for the (ZnO)60 cluster. AM1
semiempirical method, which is the fastest and least
demanding in terms of resources and thus applicable from the
smallest up to the largest clusters, clearly demonstrated higher
stability (lower total energy) for the symmetry-reduced clusters
(Jahn–Teller effect), as B3LYP/6-31G does. However, AM1 may
converge (sometimes) into strange structures that are obviously
unstable when checked by HF or DFT methods. AM1 results can
be used for fast preliminary evaluation of the cluster energies
but should be checked (if possible) by the higher level methods.
The HF/6-31G method showed about the same energy for both
the Th and C1 structures and thus it hardly revealed the Jahn–
Teller effect as an energy decrease but clearly indicated the
unstable high-symmetry geometry (Th) by imaginary frequen-
cies. The vibrational frequency analysis at the AM1 level did not
reveal imaginary frequencies for the high symmetry (Th)
isomers; thus, it is less applicable there.

Bond lengths

As different calculation methods provide different values of
energy of a cluster, they also result in different bond lengths
(see Table S6,† which lists the bond lengths in the Th symmetric
Fig. 3 Zn–O bond length distributions counted from HF/6-31G
optimizations. The second panel from the top, labeled as (ZnO)60
wurtzite, represents the fragment of 60 ZnO pairs, which was cut from
the bulk wurtzite ZnO crystal structure, whereas the result of its
geometry optimization, labeled as (ZnO)60 wurtzite relaxed, is shown
in the third panel.

21938 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942
(ZnO)12 cluster, which was calculated by the HF, B3LYP DFT,
and MP2 theory levels using 3-21G, 6-31G, and 6-31G(3df) basis
sets, as well as by the AM1 semi-empirical method). Thus, to
explore the changes in bond lengths upon the number of grown
shells, the same calculation method should be used for all the
clusters under investigation. HF/6-31G results are available for
the clusters of 12, 60, and 168 ZnO pairs. Fig. 3 shows the
counted Zn–O bond length distributions for these clusters in Th
symmetric and the symmetry reduced nested shell structures
and also for the fragment of 60 ZnO pairs, which was cut from
the wurtzite ZnO crystal lattice, and for its relaxed geometry.

The rst obvious feature, as shown in Fig. 3, is the sharp
main peak at about 0.194–0.198 nm in all the graphs, except for
the relaxed wurtzite structure. This peak points to the Zn–O
bond length in the bulk wurtzite crystal structure, and it is the
most abundant Zn–O bond length in all the clusters. Note that it
is unexpected to nd this distance to be smaller for the clusters
than that for the bulk; typically, the smaller the particle, the
larger the interatomic distance.23 However, in the present case,
clusters instead of particles were considered, and they were
different from the bulk structure and thus had shorter bonds.
The relaxed wurtzite structure has very broad bond-length
distribution, which suggests many bonds of unfavorable
lengths, which explains the much higher total energy of this
structure as abovementioned.

The second feature is the presence of bonds of about
0.23 nm, which is the intershell distance in the nested shell Th
symmetric clusters. These long bonds are energetically disad-
vantageous and thus the number of these bonds is signicantly
lower in the symmetry-reduced structures C1 symmetric (ZnO)60
and T symmetric (ZnO)168, which have many of the inter-shell
bonds of about 0.21–0.22 nm instead.

The third feature is the presence of 1/3 of the 0.187 nm
(ZnO)12 cluster bonds at the edges between hexagons. They are
much shorter than the optimal interatomic length in the bulk
wurtzite lattice. This explains the lower stability of this cluster
compared with that of the larger nested shell clusters, where the
relative number of these bonds is smaller.

The distributions of all Zn–O, O–O, and Zn–Zn distances in
the clusters are shown in Fig. S9–S11.† These calculated
ngerprints can be used for identifying the clusters using
Fourier transform X-ray absorption ne structure (XAFS)
experimental data when this information will be obtained for
ZnO clusters of this size range (1–2 nm diameter), whereas the
reported XAFS data on ZnO is for larger clusters and particles.68
Tetrapod nucleation model

Based on the symmetry of the magic nested shell clusters, we
supposed that they could be the seeds, from which ZnO tetra-
pods grow (Fig. 4). This can be explained as follows. (ZnO)3
hexagons, which make triangular facets of the clusters, are
energetically more favorable than (ZnO)2 tetragons, which form
quads on cluster vertexes.13,16 The cluster growth is expected to
be faster on the facets than on the vertices and thus the
formation of the legs of the tetrapods can be initiated. Looking
along the normal to the facet on its center, the arrangement of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 4 A schematic for the tetrapod nucleation. The octahedral shape
of (ZnO)168 nucleus of tetrapod is guided for the eyes as black lines,
and atoms of its vertices (“squares”) are marked green.

Table 4 The arrangement of the hexagons of the nested shells of (ZnO)1
to the normal to the cluster facet on its center), and the stacking seque

Alonga

Fragment of (ZnO)168 concave facet

Fragment of (ZnO)168 convex facet

Fragment of wurtzite structure

a The angles of view are slightly inclined for presentation clarity.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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the hexagons of different shells corresponds to the stacking
sequence along the c-axis in the wurtzite lattice although the
shells are not as rippled as in the wurtzite structure, as observed
when viewed perpendicular to the axis (Table 4). However, the
Th symmetric clusters, both considered above and suggested in
other works,26–28 have 8 equivalent facets, which would lead to 8
equivalent directions of growth. However, the tetrapods have
only 4 legs. Thus, there must be some symmetry reduction of
the clusters. The abovementioned lowering of the symmetry of
(ZnO)168 cluster from Th to T is just as was expected: T
symmetric (ZnO)168 cluster (see Table S4†) has 4 equivalent
convex and 4 equivalent concave facets.
68 cluster of T symmetry point group (viewing along and perpendicular
nce of the wurtzite lattice (along and perpendicular to the c-axis)

Perpendiculara

RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942 | 21939
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To check the supposition about the nonequivalency of the
facets for wurtzite leg growth, the binding energy of the adsor-
bed (ZnO)3 rings (considering this as the rst step of the leg
formation) was compared to the concave and convex facets of
the cluster. Freezing the cluster and optimizing the geometry of
4 symmetrically adsorbed (ZnO)3 rings using the HF/6-31G
theory level, the binding energy of (ZnO)3 ring of the concave
facet was found to be 1.35 eV higher than that of the convex
facet. This proved that the reduced symmetry nested shell
(ZnO)168 cluster indeed has 4 equivalent preferential growth
directions, and thus, it could initiate tetrapod nucleation.
However, it could not be excluded that at rst, some more
closed shells would be formed on the cluster and only aer this,
the tetrapod legs would start to grow as very little information is
yet known about (ZnO)360 and larger multi-shell nested clusters.

The distortion of the nested shell clusters can also explain
the experimentally observed variation of the angles between the
legs of the tetrapods.1,4,7,9,11 A xed set of the angles can be
determined by relative orientation of the hexagons of the curved
cluster facets at the beginning of formation of the tetrapod legs.
The broader the dispersion of the angles, the larger the nested
shell clusters (3, 4, 5,. shells) at the moment of the beginning
of the formation of the tetrapod legs.

Speculating on the resemblance of II–VI group compounds,49

we may expand the proposed model of ZnO tetrapod nucleation
on the other compounds of the group, namely, ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe,
CdS, CdSe, CdTe, for which the tetrapod-like structures are
known.69–73
Other conrmations of ZnO magic clusters

Note other researchers have observed evidence for the existence
of these magic ZnO clusters. Van Dijken et al.74 grew ZnO
nanoparticles and observed very small ZnO clusters with amean
radius of approximately 7 �A, corresponding to about 60
molecular ZnO units. Vega-Poot et al.75 studied the nucleation of
ZnO nanoparticles and found a plateau in the absorbance
spectra at 306–308 nm, which they affiliated with the mean
particle diameter of ZnO nuclei of around 2.6 nm that is very
close to the size of (ZnO)360 cluster (see Table 1). Spherical
clusters of the same size, about 2.5 nm, were dominant aer
deposition on Au or carbon substrates although their structure
was found to be zinc-blende aer annealing to 470 K and TEM
electron beam action.76 Ronning et al.11 suggested the transition
from a fullerene-like ZnO cluster to a nanometer-sized tetra-
hedron, however, they did not specify the fullerene-like cluster
and the transition, whereas the analogous transformation of
carbon onions to diamonds is well-known.77
4. Conclusions

This report reveals a new structural motif for ZnO – the nested
shell clusters. Experimental ndings of mass spectroscopy,
namely, the magic numbers 12, 60, and 168, matched the
mathematical model of the clusters, which are constructed as
concentric Goldberg polyhedra. This perfect match reasonably
rules out other structural motifs for thesemagic clusters. Ab initio
21940 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 21933–21942
calculations supported their stability and discoveredmore details
of their structure: multishell clusters are subjected to Jahn–Teller
distortion. These symmetry reduced clusters, in particular
(ZnO)168, structurally correspond to the nuclei of the well-known
ZnO tetrapods: they have tetrahedral symmetry of preferential
growth directions. Moreover, the atomic arrangement of their
corresponding facets is congruent with the wurtzite crystal
structure, which is common for the tetrapod legs. Thus, we
bridged the gap from the smallest stable atomic clusters to the
particular nanostructures with atomic precision that paves the
way for future research on physics and applications of ZnO
clusters and nanostructures with ultimate exactness.
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